
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of director business analysis. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for director business analysis

Maintaining continual liaison at all appropriate levels with the external and
internal customer
Supporting corporate and business area staffs, operating companies and
other domestic and international field offices to establish and achieve
domestic and international business objectives with specific expertise in
DOD, Joint and USAF matters
Participating as requested in reviews, color teams
Exhibiting energy, passion, integrity and persistence in all undertakings
Provide support to programs of interest as directed
Manage and research drivers, detail, and present explanations for trends
identified to enhance revenue , sales, retention
Establish target inventory levels (by channel, by category, by location) based
upon external benchmarking
Provide research and recommendations to the Management Team regarding
direction, growth strategy and resource allocation
Supervise Colorado Springs LMGA field office professionals through
mentoring, job performance evaluations, leadership, and ethics
Support corporate and business area staffs, operating companies, and other
domestic field offices to establish and achieve their domestic business
objectives, with specific expertise in DOD, Joint, USAF, and USA matters

Qualifications for director business analysis

Example of Director Business Analysis Job Description
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Previous experience collaborating with technology partners to standardize
and normalize multiple, disparate, data sources including databases, flat data
files and web-based APIs
At least 10 years of experience in Financial industry, Consulting or other
business analysis roles
2+ years of experience in Commercial Banking, prior consulting or analytical
experience is a plus
10+ years' experience with increasing levels of responsibility, 3+ years in
leadership capacity
At least 15 years of experience with current Air Force military systems
Demonstrated experience with the Air Force customer


